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Committee Meeting Buzz 

 

 Combined club ride Geographe Bay Cycle Club 

Wed 13th September 

 Have A Go Day Wed 1st November 

 Muresk Camp subsidized $10 per attendee 

 Constable Care Safety School . Volunteers are 

required to assist with this working safety school 

for children on bikes. Half day sessions.  Police 

clearance and certification to work with children 

will be required.  Assistance will be given with 

this. The committee decided to support this with 

announcements at ride meetings, a poster on the 

notice board, and a notice in the Newsletter. 

Colin Mellows to coordinate.  (He is a volunteer)  

 Discussion on car safety watch. 

o Are two people needed each week for 

car safety watch?  Car parks at some 

venues (eg Lake Monger) are spread 

out. Some female members prefer not 

to be alone. 

o Are car watch personnel required to 

rescue stranded riders? No obligation; 

principal responsibility is with cyclists 

onsite to organize. List of Emergency 

numbers is always in the Secretary’s 

box. 

o Should Committee members volunteer?  

Up to each individual.  Ride Leaders to 

be discouraged. 

Treasurer’s Report      Colin Mellows 

 

Cash balance is about $16,000, well above the $10,000 
minimum to cover planned expenses this year.  Cost of 
new badges is yet to be split between badge-making 
equipment and materials. 
 
 
 

 
 

Ride Captain’s Report      Peter Patullo 
 
July 2017 Totals  (2016 totals) 
No. of riders – 441 (698) 
Distance travelled – 17,108 (35,944) 
Year to Date – 6360 for 322,299 km 
                       (5949 for 316,418 km) 
 

The adverse windy and rainy conditions in July had a 
significant effect on the number of riders and 
distance travelled with lots of days having very low 
numbers. 
 

Membership Officer     Mike Lewis 

Current Member Status Count 

Financial 318 

Over eighty 20 

Social 9 

Over eighty social 10 

Total 357 

  
New Members (since end of April) 

 
Jacqui Cocliff 

 
Ian Galloway 

 
Patrick Kelly 

 
Graham Baws 

 
Mike Hipkins 

 
Jo Pearson 

 
Jacalene Collyer 

 
Chris Gaffney 

 
John Gaffney 

 
 

Merchandise Officer      Sandra Patullo 
We have passed 100 items of clothing since orders 
began with Blackchrome. 
Idea of selling jackets was rejected after 
consideration by committee. 
Negative response to idea of selling arm warmers/ 
protectors.  Members can get their own. 
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ALAN  H IND 
            
It is with sadness we learned of the sudden death of Alan.  Alan rode  with the Club 
for over 18 years and during that time  forged many friendships.  He was 
passionate  about bikes  and  was  always  ready  with  a friendly  word of 
encouragement.     He never hesitated to  offer his bike tips and cycling expertise 
to those who sought his help. 
Alan was a long-time member of the WA Historical Cycle Club, traveling to many 
events around the State over the years to meet up with like-minded cycling buffs.  
He was also an avid photographer.  
Alan is survived by his two sons, to whom we extend our sincere sympathy. 

 

 
 

Constable Care Safety School 

Volunteers needed everyday 

 

The Constable Care Safety School is opening in term 4 2017 and 
will be WA's first road and transport safety school. This exciting 
primary school excursion destination will feature a replica town 
with fully-functioning traffic lights and rail crossings. Students 
will also enjoy lessons that include cutting-edge augmented 
reality. WA has the highest road toll per capita in Australia, and 
sadly many of the victims are children. This exciting and high 
tech primary school excursion destination will teach children 
road and pedestrian safety skills that could one day save their 
lives. 

The Safety School will need special volunteers each day to assist 
classes in navigating model roads, crossings and rail lines safely. 

Constable Care Safety School volunteers will need to be 
available during school hours and be willing to get a Police 
Clearance and Working with Children Check. 

If you can help us contact our Events & Community Relations 
Coordinator: * 

E: leah@cccsf.org.au 
T: 08 9272 0011  

* [ Ed’s Note:  Colin Mellows is the Club co-ordinator] 

 
The Constable Care Safety School is a best-practice excursion 
destination for children aged 4-11 years. It includes a purpose-
built classroom complex, and a realistic layout of Perth's streets 
that provides students with a hands-on opportunity to learn vital 
pedestrian, bike and public transport travel safety skills.  

Featuring cutting-edge augmented reality in a simulated-risk 
environment, the Constable Care Safety School provides an 
exciting excursion opportunity for primary schools that links 
directly to WA curriculum outcomes.  

Fully-functioning urban environment

 

At the Constable Care Safety School children practice dealing 
with road and transport hazards in a safe and realistic urban 
environment. Based on the best-practice education principle of 
learning through play, students have the opportunity to apply 
the road safety knowledge they have been taught in the 
classroom within the fully functioning Safety School layout. This 
includes working rail crossings, pedestrian crossings, a rail 
pedestrian maze, a school zone and even functioning traffic 
lights that can sense approaching riders. Students learn on real 
roads, footpaths and bike paths, with scale buildings and even a 
bus stop and train station (with a full size train and bus!) 

Cutting-edge augmented reality technology

 

Students navigate the Safety School as both cyclists and 
pedestrians. Bikes and helmets are all supplied, and the 
pedestrian experience uses our iPad minis and a purpose-
designed game-like augmented reality application to allow 
students to interact with and solve realistic road and transport 
hazards throughout the environment. This experiential learning 
technique ensures students are fully engaged with the learning 
activity and helps them retain key messages that are not just 
important but potentially life-saving. ▄ 

 



Novices in Europe June 2017 
                                                     David Gibson & Marilyn D’Angelo        
A couple of years ago we heard about an upcoming bike and 
barge trip in France being arranged by our friends Nola and John 
and immediately decided to put our names down.  This was 
nothing special as we had previously done a similar trip from 
Amsterdam to Miltenberg in Germany.  Later Roy and Frances 
invited us to join them in cycling from London to Paris and this 
was when the new challenges started. First we purchased carrier 
racks and panniers and joined CTA (Cycle Touring Association) 
and went on a couple of their rides to find out a little more about 
cycling with panniers. This was no big problem as there are no 
hills in the regions in WA that CTA chose for their rides; we just 
went slower than all the other riders. 
Then we had to start planning for Europe and that’s when I 
started worrying. But the internet is so full of information about 
all aspects of cycling holidays and especially about France that 
there is no need to worry. There are also so many members of 
the Over 55s who have cycled in Europe so the assistance was 
endless. Roy and Frances had already ridden this way and their 
recommendation was to follow the Avenue Verte, a government 
funded cycle route from London to Paris via the Newhaven ferry, 
keeping off busy main roads. It was (relatively) easy to follow 
this route on the maps from London to Newhaven but the maps 
were flat and the cycle route was not!  Marilyn usually rides in 
sandals or sneakers which was good when we had to push our 
bikes. Recently I had purchased a pair of sneakers with MTB 
cleats and this was very fortunate as I have never walked up so 
many hills (many on main roads) as I did in the South Downs of 
England on the ‘new’ cycle route to the ferry terminal. Part of the 
path was marked ‘Not suitable for road bikes with narrow tyres’ 
and it was fortunate that it had not rained recently otherwise we 
may have had to walk most of the way to Newhaven 167 km by 
bike route (but only 74 km by car!) 
We duly arrived in France and were soon on the French version 
of Avenue Verte. This was about an 8’ wide, mainly flat, bitumen 
cycle path, such a pleasant change. Riding along a cycle track 
also gave us plenty of time to get used to riding on the RHS and 
our ride had now become a pleasure. We had previously booked 
accommodation, mainly hotels, about 50-60 km each day and it 
was good to have time to relax after our ride and enjoy the local 
scenery. After several days in a Paris apartment when we were 
able to do all the usual sightseeing and sample the local wine, 
beer, cheese and all other culinary delights, we joined the barge 
‘Fleur’ and were spoilt with the delightful meals that filled us up 
every day, plus tea, coffee, fruit and chocolate bars for snacks!  
 

 
 
Our Dutch cycle guide Ilsa took us on a 40-50 km ride each day, 
initially thru the World War battlefields and later the champagne 
growing region of France but on the way we witnessed many 
interesting sights, besides the countless ancient churches and 
cathedrals.  Our history and geography were both enlightened, 
with highlights being Van Gogh,  Jean D’Arc,  Pope Urban ,  

WW1 battlefields and cemeteries and of course the champagne 
houses and Reims cathedral. France is so full of history as all the 
very old houses and villages show! 
 
After the barge trip Maz and I then took our bikes on the train to 
Orleans and then we were on our own. Our intention was to 
cycle along the Loire Valley.  In Perth I had spent many hours 
programming the recommended cycle route into my Garmin GPS 
and then we put it to the test and it failed!!  Having got lost 
within one hour of leaving Orleans train station Maz found the 
right route by asking locals for the river and we immediately 
found the cycle track.  After that it was easy as the track was 
very well signposted and the tourist offices gave us local maps 
and that was how we navigated.  

 
The weather was good, the bike paths were safe and easy to 
follow, and we found excellent advice from all the locals who 
were always very willing to help.  For accommodation we used 
AirBnB via wi-fi on my phone which we would book one day 
ahead and it was excellent; the only difficulty was locating the 
apartment once we were in the town.  Supermarkets were 
always available and we were able to eat and drink very cheaply 
and found an abundance of local bars where we could relax and 
enjoy a warm or cold drink at the end of the day.  
We were delighted to see many family groups cycling along the 
track, usually mum, dad and maybe the baby in a trailer and a 
couple of kids on their bikes many carrying tents etc. Many of the 
towns had spectacular castles and then there was the 
magnificent Chambord Chateau which all added to the scenery 
and gave us another reason to have a break from cycling. 

  
At Goupillieres we saw the homes of the troglodytes, the last of 
the peasant cave dwellers who until 100 years ago lived with 
their cattle and pigs in rooms dug into the limestone hillsides. 

   



 
Also, our hosts were most interesting, including a young couple 
waiting any day for their first baby and a French countess whose 
family had recently sold their castle. The only time we paid one 
of our hosts for dinner and breakfast we enjoyed the smell of the 
cooking only to find that they sat down to the hot meal while 
they gave us a cold salad! Not impressed!! They both left early 
for work the following day and only left us a couple of rolls for 
breakfast. They didn’t get our tick of approval!  All our other 
hosts were excellent and always had somewhere safe to store 
our bikes (on the ground floor). 
This part of our holiday was the most relaxing as there was no 
pressure on us and we cycled at our own pace and we stopped 
whenever we wanted to. From Saint Nazaire we took the train 
back to Paris after 1,500 km by bike.  My major concern was how 
we were going to find bike boxes to pack our bikes for the return 
air flight, but nothing could have been easier. There were three 
bike shops within walking distance of our Paris apartment and 
they were happy to give us empty boxes which we carried back 
to our apartment. It was then only a question of cutting the 
boxes down to a suitable size for our bikes and using lots of cloth 
tape to hold them together. Of course this was not what we did, 
but that is another story. We arrived back in Perth complete with 

bikes and are now considering where to go next time.   
                        
 

Have A Go Day 2016 – Wednesday 1 November 

Volunteers are needed to man the Over 55CC stand at Burswood on 

the day from 9 am.  

A list will be placed on ‘the board’ closer to the event for you to 

nominate for your 1 or 2-hour time slot. 

 
 

 

In April B4H (WA) Chairman David Tucker 
travelled to Namibia where he visited five very 

inspirational community bike shops established by Bicycle 
Empowerment Network Namibia and Bicycles for Humanity.  On 
his first afternoon in Namibia David spent time with Glenn 
Howard, Chairman of BENN, and Paulina Endjala, BENN’s full-
time distribution coordinator and mechanic trainer.  They drove 
firstly to the Welwitschia Bike Shop in Salvis Bay where he met 
four wonderful operators.  Welwitschia is one of the older 
Bicycle Empowerment Centres and has been operating since 
2009 and has been resupplied by B4H (WA) twice, in 2012 and 
2017.  Set up in conjunction with Catholic AIDS Action (CAA), 
Welwitschia uses some of its profits to support CAA and the 
work they do for AIDS sufferers.  With almost no bikes left for 
sale at present, while the shop employees wait for resupply 
containers, to keep themselves busy they have started a new 
recyclable waste collection business.  Using a bike trailer 
designed and constructed by BENN they go about the town 
collecting bags of recyclable materials which they sell too local 
recycling businesses. 
 
From the Welwitschia Bike Shop in Walvis Bay they travelled to 
the (DRC) township in the city of Swakopmund where they 
visited the Mr Elephant Bike Shop. Mr Elephant, the recipient of 
the VERY FIRST Bicycles for Humanity (WA) container in January 
2012, now has a most impressive shop. He told David that he is 
selling about 30 bikes per month when he has them.   

Alongside the bikes he is selling Mr Elephant does a lot of repair 
and maintenance work, and has established a really good spare 
parts business. Mr Elephant, who donates part profits to crucial 
local charity Catholic AIDS Action (CAA), says he always needs 
more bikes! 
 
The following week, on April 30, David visited the OTT Bike Shop 
in Otjiwarongo in the north central part of the country. OTT was 
established by Bicycle for Humanity (WA)’s Container #9 in mid-
2016, thanks to sponsorship from Canadian gold mining 
company B2Gold – which has a gold mine about 60km north of 
Otjiwarongo – and Namibian bank RMB. 
The shop is run by two young men, Eden and Sylvestre, who sell 
bicycles, spare parts and accessories and offer maintenance and 
repair services. 

 
This Bicycle Empowerment Centre doesn’t just provide an 
opportunity for these young entrepreneurs to develop a 
business for themselves; it improves mobility and recreational 
opportunities in the local community and supports Namibian 
nonprofit KAYEC’s youth program with bicycles and a source of 
revenue. David said that OTT was also crying out for more bikes. 
“In less than one year of operation they have sold over 250 
bikes; so they are not quite out of bikes yet but at this rate it 
won’t be long!” he said. “They are also about to move the shop 
from the outer part of the town to a more central location, 
where they will have more passing traffic.” 
On May 1, David visited the King's Daughters Bicycle Shop and 
PAY (Physically Active Youth) in Katatura, Windhoek. Bicycles for 
Humanity (WA) has resupplied Kings Daughters with bikes twice 
(Container #2 in April 2012 and #6 in April 2014), and donated 
container #7 to PAY in July 2014. The King’s Daughters Bike Shop 
is run by a local church group, who set up the King’s Daughters 
charity to help rehabilitate women rescued from sex slavery, 
most of whom are suffering from AIDS. They use profits from 
selling and repairing bikes to buy food packages for the women 
affected by AIDS. While the Namibian Government is supplying 
anti-retroviral drugs free-of-charge for the women, they work an 
awful lot better if the women are eating regularly. 
“Food packages are an important part of their rehabilitation,” 
David said. “King’s Daughters also needs more bikes; when I 
visited they only have had about 8 or 10 left in their store.”  
Kings Daughters executive director Esme Kisting expressed deep 
gratitude to Bicycles for Humanity (WA) volunteers for their 
wonderful contribution to changing the lives of former sex slaves 
in Namibia. “We were indeed honoured by your visit,” she said. 
“Please thank your team of B4H volunteers for the awesome 
work you do, to ensure that our bike shops in Namibia and other 
African countries can continue. 

 
 



 
About 7 minutes’ drive from Kings Daughters is Physically Active 
Youth Bike Shop (PAY), which is part of PAY’s mission to provide 
activities outside of school hours for children in low socio- 
economic areas. PAY supports school children from Year 1 to 
Year 12, by offering out of school hours support from supervised 
homework, special tutoring to health and fitness, including a 
broad based cycling program. The bikes remain the property of 
PAY - the children share them in supervised cycle training for 
exercise and fitness. With the container of bikes Bicycles for 
Humanity (WA) sent over to Namibia three years ago, PAY now 
does cycling activities with the younger kids, teaching them how 
to ride and road safely. The older kids are taken for training 
rides, and now PAY has a competition cycling team in three 
classes; BMX, Mountain Biking, and Road Bike.  
Some have even progressed to elite cycling events. “The week 
before I arrived, a PAY team had been up to Omaruru for a road 
cycling event, and had brought back several podium finishes in 
different age categories!” David said. “They were really pleased 
with that. You can imagine how important it is for the self-
esteem of the kids from a poor township to be able to 
participate – and excel – in those kinds of events.”  
“What’s next for Bicycles for Humanity (WA)? “ 
“My trip to Namibia has convinced me that we need to resupply 
the bike shops we have helped set up to keep them going to 
ensure their sustainability,” David said. “It’s been almost 6 years 
since a few people got together to establish B4H WA, and we 
should all be extremely proud of our achievements. However, it 
is clear that there is a lot more we can do, both supporting the 
shops in Namibia and establishing new ones elsewhere in Africa. 
 

  
I have not mentioned the work we have been doing in remote 
indigenous communities in WA. We are working on new plans to 
expand this work also. 
 We are only able to do what we do thanks to the extraordinary 
efforts of all our volunteers, our supporters and sponsors. 
Thanks everyone.” 
NB:  Bicycles for Humanity in Perth is a charity supported by the Over 55 
Cycling Club.  It does excellent work by collecting and restoring donated 
bikes that are no longer needed.  Volunteers are always welcome at their 
workshop in Midland every Tuesday and Friday 9 am to 1 pm and the 
second Sunday of each month 9 am to 1 pm.   
See website:  http://www.b4hwa.com/  
 
 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY  in 2017 
   Geographe CC Combined Ride  -  13th September 
   Mundaring Ride BBQ  -  16th September 
   Muresk Camp 2017  -   25th to 29th September 
   Have A Go Day  -      1st November  
   Nannup Camp 2017  -   12th to 17th November 
   Christmas Lunch 2017  -  6TH December, Tomkins on Swan 
   Christmas BBQ  -  20th December 
 
 
 

  

                 Muresk Camp 2017________ 
                         25 – 29 September  
Overview:  4 days of riding through the picturesque 
Avon Valley, visiting Northam, York, Grass Valley and 
Toodyay. Accommodation is based at the Muresk Institute 
with a continental breakfast and 2 course dinner provided 
each day. Rides are conducted in the morning and include 
a break for morning tea and lunch returning to Muresk in 
the afternoon. Rooms at the Institute are comfortable with 
reverse cycle air-conditioning. All bedding and towels 
provided.  Most rooms are single, however a few double 
rooms are available. Showers and toilets are communal. 
Lounge and kitchen facilities are also available.  
Cost: Accommodation with continental breakfast and 
dinner    -    2 nights $184.50                                              .  
.                    3 nights $277.00                                               .        
.                   4 nights $354.00                                               . 
To book: Place your name and contact details on the Sign 
Up Sheet on the Club noticeboard or email / call Sarah.  
Payment:  Full payment required by 2 September 2017. 
EFT - Over 55 Bank Account with ‘Muresk’ as reference 
Cheque made payable to Over 55 Cycling Club Places are 
limited so please book early to secure your place.  
Further information or queries to  Sarah Ellis or Warren 
Iremonger    Tel: 9388 8625  or  sjeperth@yahoo.com.au 

 

 
    NANNUP CAMP 2017  
 
This year camp is being held from  12th to 17th November. 
There are 4 road rides of which 3 are new or revised rides. Our 
favourite destinations have been kept but the routes have been 
changed and, yes, some hills have been eliminated.   Recently 
sealed roads have opened up some very scenic rides. The start of 
the ride in Margaret River from the Berry Farm has been kept but 
the ride goes through local farmlands to the cafe on the beach at 
Prevelly. A big addition to this year’s rides, on offer, is an off-road 
ride on a circular 30km rail trail through the surrounding forest.  
This ride will be held in the afternoon after the Monday morning 
road ride so that both rides can be done without having to make a 
choice and missing out on  fresh cream and scones provided at the 
Lavender Farm. There will be the option of a further off-road ride 
on Thursday that starts at Cowaramup and goes to the same beach 
cafe destination as the road ride.  Both rides merge at this half way 
point. Not only have the rides changed but so have the flavours of 
the muffins and cakes that will be provided at the coffee stops! 
There are nightly sundowners at the Caravan Park communal 
kitchen and a BBQ on Wednesday night.  For full details see the 

Club  Website. peter.mayall@bigpond.com.au 
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The  O55 CC   July 2017   Bike & Barge  holidays 

through the Champagne Ardennes, started and ended in Paris.  We 
cruised and cycled along four rivers – Seine, Oise, Aisne and Marne.  
Our days cycling and overnight stops gave plenty of variety with regard 
to sights and history – Auvers-sur-Oise where Vincent van Gogh spent 
his last days, Chantilly with its famous castle and Royal stables and 
Creil famous in years past for its fine pottery and through magnificent 
woods where French Kings loved to wander.  

  
Chantilly Castle and some of us. 
Those of us staying on board Fleur passed through numerous small 
locks while the others followed the river through the lovely Aisne valley 
to the town of Soissons and then through the Ardennes, scene of the 
most desperate years of WWI, and the memorials in the villages, cycling 
on to Berry au Bac.  Coming into Reims we had an easy cycling option 
along the picturesque valley of the river Suippe or a challenging scenic 
ride through the hills of Saint Thierry.  Then on into Reims to our 
dock near the city centre.  The Notre Dame Cathedral at Reims is one 
of the most famous in the world.   
After a rest day we entered Epernay which, together with Reims is the 
major wine centre of the Champagne.  Next it was on to Chateau-
Thierry and centuries old champagne cellars where we had a chance to 
sample the vintages.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A bunch photo mid-ride 
 
 
                                           Meandering along the canal 
After leaving the valley of the Marne our final destination was La Ferte-
sous-Jouarre, famous for its brie cheeses.  Then overnight in Meaux with 
its beautiful Cathedrale St Etienne and on to our final berth next 
morning at Port d’Arsenal in the heart of Paris.  All up, we had two 
weeks of great rides, a lot of laughs and congenial company. 

 
 

 You know you are a cycling addict      
if a Power Gel tastes better than a 
Snickers Bar. 

      Cairns to Darwin 

Unsupported  Bicycle Tour 

                               =  Part I  =              By Bruce Robinson 

Four trepid travellers, myself, Stu Crombie, Brian McAuliffe and 
Christine Liddiard, met in Cairns on June 16th for an unsupported 
bicycle tour to Darwin on the backroads. 

 

We set off from Cairns, on Saturday, June 18th , along a path beside a 
creek with mangroves and a big granite hill on the west, through the 
canefields, and then up through the rainforest to Kuranda.  The hill was 
more regular than RideWithGPS had predicted, with only one short 
slight downhill section on the way up.  Christine, Brian and I have been 
riding regularly, but Stu has not done much since Christmas, so he 
found it hard, and paused for contemplation and meditation on the way 
up from time to time.  We stopped near the top at a lookout back over 
Cairns - we could see Green Island out on the Barrier Reef – and then 
into Kuranda and on to see the Barron Falls, then went further to 
another lookout, where one can look right down to Cairns and note how 
close the falls are to the coastal plain and how little distance horizontally 
we had come - about 25 km, and a total of 550 metres or so total ascent, 
with the highest some 450 metres, before Kuranda. 

Monday we rode to Mareeba, some 38 km;  did some shopping.   I 
bought a big fluoro-orange helmet brim, which was designed for an 
industrial helmet, but which sort of fitted my bike-helmet and looked 
seriously dorky.  We had lunch, then set off for Dimbulah.  Stu had said 
it was a total of 60 km for the day, but it was a total of 85. We had a 
significant tailwind from Mareeba and after a small downhill, we came 
across the sign “Top of the Dividing Range”.  From Dimbulah, we had a 
long 94 km day to Chillagoe.  The road was good with very little traffic.  
There was one longish challenging hill, which reached 11% gradient.  
We stopped for a welcome drink at Almaden, which only had a small 
pub a railway station and numerous big cows and then followed sections 
of good wide unsealed road, in between longer sections of bitumen.  A 
pleasant campsite awaited us at Chillagoe, but no camp kitchen, so 
Brian did wonders with his little metho stove (Trangia), cooking on the 
grass.  Our first rest day so we went to see the caves and more 

https://stragglingstuetal.wordpress.com/
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spectacular scenery.  After the second cave, we rode along a walking 
track through the bush to see the “Balancing Rock” then came back into 
town for a counter lunch and to prepare for our next stage tomorrow, 
200 km, including two nights in the bush.  We have to take food and 
water, and the bikes are heavy enough without the extra weight. 
We rode back past the lovely limestone hills, then south along an 
unsealed road.  Interesting warnings about road trains, but not our 
worry, as we are small, and hear them coming. We trundled along the 
road slowly, with quite a lot of undulations which we noticed with the 
laden bikes. There were a few sections of corrugations, but at low speed 
we can roll up and down the corrugations and we could usually find 
smooth or less bumpy sections to ride.  Eventually we got to the main 
highway and the bitumen and rode along searching for a camping site. 
We saw a sign to the Sugarbag Yard Tick Site and turned off. When we 
got there the yard was locked but there was a metal-dump with a 
cleared blue-metalled surface, with a big heap of blue-metal to largely 
shield us from the road. 
 
It was wet in the morning, with a scotch mist, not heavy enough to 
bother putting on rain jackets, but the tents were wet, and the road, but 
we rode through the mist to Undara Lava Caves camp ground, which 
was very nice, set up camp and had a welcome large meal at the café. 
After breakfast we rode out to the Kalkani scoria crater, skirting past the 
edges of the low rocky ridges of the lava flows and walked the 2 km 
around the rim.  More than 50 caves have been found in the park. 

   

They are very large and very impressive, with calcium and iron-stained 
sections from water seeping down through the rock.  After a rest day at 
Undara, we set off past recently burnt areas, with fresh green grass, and 
the unburnt  grass almost waist-high.     
My tail-light assembly (on the end of the tent on my rear rack) fell off 
soon after Undara.  When we got down to the main road, it was missing, 
so I left the others to ride on and I turned back to find it.  I thought it 
might be 10 km back, but luckily it was only about 3 km back, just after I 
had crossed a cattle grid which must have shaken it loose.  I reinstalled 
it, with the securing bull-dog clip which had been absent.  I turned back 
to the highway and into the wind.  Once on the highway, the strong 
easterly was behind me, and it turned out there was a gentle downhill 
gradient all the way to Mount Surprise, so I was often doing 27-30 kmh, 
which was great trying to get closer to the others.  We met up for lunch 
and had a most welcome hamburger, before riding on almost 40 km to 
our planned camp at the Einasleigh River. 
 
Next morning, we rode towards Georgetown when the big Cairns-
Karumba charity bike ride overtook us, 150 riders or so, some on road, 
and some riding mountain bikes along other intermittent sections.  I got 
to the top of a hill just as Pack 1 caught up, and I stayed with them down 
the hill and on the flat, but my laden bike was no match as soon as the 
road went up hill a little.   I rode with a later group for a while to the top 
of a moderately high range, and stopped with them at their lunch stop.  
One rider took up my offer of trying a laden touring bike.  He agreed that 
it was OK once it got going!  Steve Corie, the organiser, asked Stu to 
introduce us to the riders, and then invited us to tea in Georgetown at 
the Rodeo ground with the riders. 

    
Stu gave a talk to the big ride at 6:30 next morning and we got a free 
breakfast. 

We rode some 96 km from Georgetown on sometimes narrow road, one 
lane, but with wide good gravel shoulders, and then with a section of 
new wide road to allow passing.  We crossed the Gilbert River, a big 
river, but not flowing much in the dry season, and camped by the Little 
River, which was just flowing, but had clean water for a good wash.  I 
had put my tent in the sand in one of the wheel ruts in the track, while 
the others put their tents on the prickly grass and in the morning, a bloke 
came along in a 4WD, driving around my tent.  He was with National 
Parks.  He said a cattle truck had crashed up the road a couple of days 
before, and they had buried 40 dead steers, and were still looking for 
another 70, explaining the helicopters we had seen the evening before. 

We next found ourselves in Croydon (29th June) and aimed to ride 
another 50 or 60 km, make camp and ride the remaining 100 km or so to 
Normanton the next day.  We camped at the Black Bull siding, right by 
the railway line.  The weekly train had gone past earlier in the day, so 
we were not disturbed. Christine and Brian slept on top of the picnic 
tables and I pitched my tent in the little waiting room by the line.  We 
rode the remaining 96 km or whatever to Normanton through the 
monotonous and unchanging landscape with trees and grass by the 
road and the occasional cow and set up camp in the caravan park.  In 
town there was a life-size 8.2 m concrete replica of the largest crocodile 
ever shot in the main street.  We had tea in the Purple Pub.  The 
barramundi was about an inch thick, and very nice. 

We set off for Karumba in the morning across the Norman River, and the 
mud-flats and lily-ponds, again past the very similar landscape, but low 
lying, perhaps 5-9 metres or so above sea level.  The weather was 
mildly hot riding towards Karumba.  Inexplicably (to us) there was a 
sudden change in the landscape, with a transition to wide almost 
treeless grassland, a vivid contrast from the thick tree-scrub we had 
seen for hundreds of kms.  We did see a number of brolgas relatively 
close to the road, which was interesting.                                  
Approaching Karumba, we got back into big trees with white 
trunks.     The   caravan  park  by the point had every category of site 
“No Vacancy” complete with crocodile warnings, so we rode past salty 
mudflats etc down the road, past a pseudo-caravan park, with caravans, 
but no apparent office or formality, then came to the recommended park, 
which was a distinct change, welcoming, shady, with acres of vans and 
grey nomads.  We were told that Saturday night was “Fish Barbecue” 
night.  This was free, and grilled fish was provided to all.  Brian and 
Christine rode a couple of kms down to the supermarket for salad things, 
and I went over early to find a table amongst the large area of waiting 
people, over 200.  We were given the fried fish, which was great, then 
we got up for seconds and got another big serve.  Locally caught “blue 
salmon” and “estuary fish” we were told.   Some country and western 
singing and poetry followed , and we gave up and headed for the tents. 



  
We had a rest day in Karumba and went to the Barramundi Discovery 
Centre which was very interesting. 
 
We decided on avoiding a second rest day at  Karumba, and headed off 
mid-morning back to Normanton.  My smart-phone had fallen out of my 
pocket at the Barra Centre and was missing till the next day when they 
opened.  I was a bit apprehensive, as I rely on it for most internet 
connections.  I left the caravan park went back to collect the phone by 
myself, giving the others an hour’s start and taking a 5 km handicap.  I 
stopped for photos by an anthill along the way and met the others in the 
main street in Normanton.  We went on the two-hour Gulflander train 
ride the next day, out to Critters Camp and back.  The line to Croydon 
was opened in 1891, with steel sleepers to defeat the termites, laid 
straight on the ground, with no ballast underneath.  The floods just wash 
over the top, and the line can carry light loads at low speeds.  We were 
shown the level of the 1974 floods, which decimated Karumba where 
everyone was evacuated  to Weipa, and also flooded Normanton. 

 

The next day we planned to go to Leichhardt Falls, Gregory Downs and 
then Lawn Hill national park,  a long way, four days and three nights 
before we get to any shop (at Gregory Downs). We were out of internet 
range for a number of days.  We went west from Normanton, on 
bitumen, and stopped for lunch at the site of Burke and Wills most 
northerly camp (camp 119).  Burke and Wills left two people, King and 
Gray, at the camp and set off to get to the Gulf of Carpentaria, but were 
defeated by the mud and mangrove swamps.  We saw the remaining 
blazed trees, (of the fifteen originally blazed while Gray and King waited 
for the leaders to return).  It was interesting to see the actual site.  The 
camp was by the Little Bynoe River, which we crossed soon after 
leaving the monument site. The bitumen ended and we had good gravel 
and pressed on watched by the occasional herd of curious cows.  There 
was a creek down the road which offered a possible camping site, but 
after some 86 km, Stu was done so we stopped.  By chance, this was by 
the entrance to a road-workers’ camp.  A ute drove in to open the gate 

and I asked if we could camp there, and we were invited in.  We were 
offered hot showers, toilets and water, and had a very pleasant 
unexpected camp there.  As it turned out, Goat creek was as dry as a 
dead dingo’s donger, so it was just as well. 

After next setting off along the gravel road past anthills, we stopped for a 
lunch of  three hard-boiled eggs each, from Normanton, with bread, a 
change from our normal peanut-butter sandwiches.  We got to 
Leichhardt Falls, as planned, but the river had stopped flowing.  There 
was a pleasant campsite, and a big pool to get water and to wash.  I 
took a photo of the resident 6 ft crocodile sunning itself on a rock - from 
a distance! 
 
Next day, we set off south to Augustus Downs, then to the bitumen Wills 
Developmental Road across parched (dry season) grazing land.  The 
road was generally good, with the very occasional patch of bulldust. 

  There were some 
cows waiting around, which could not decide which way they should be 
going.  I was keeping close behind Stu because I thought it was safer as 
the cows were charging around.  The road trains were easy to see or 
hear coming, and we got well out of the way.  We often saw three or four 
road trains a day, so not many, but there was still a lot of dust.  We 
persevered to the bitumen and rode 5 kms to the Leichhardt River, but 
there was no easy way to camp.  Brian battled his way down to the river 
to get some water for cooking etc, and we found a clearing by a paddock 
gate to camp.  Christine used some river water to wash the dust from 
her legs, then I used the same water for my legs.  We were close to the 
road, but I heard very little if any traffic. 
 
Back on the road, we crossed the cattle country plains of mitchell grass, 
and Christine struggled to find a tree for us to stop for a drink and a rest.  
We arrived at Gregory, stopped at the General Store and a well-
regarded coffee shop and watched a road train with four trailers go by.  
Then across to the pub, which later held an “all-you-can-eat” barbecue 
in the evening, which did us proud.  Stu and Brian went back for more 
even after a fully laden plate the first time.  We went down to the river in 
the afternoon to find a campsite, on a sandy beach right on the Gregory 
River, with a lot of caravans, on both sides of the high-level bridge.  We 
saw people floating down the river, so gave it a go, which was great. 
We swam down the quickly moving stream for a couple of hundred 
metres, sometimes bouncing over the smooth round rocks in the 
shallows. 
 
The 85 km from Gregory to Adel’s Grove was about half sealed, and the 
other half very corrugated sandy and slow.  We were often only doing 10 
kmh, bouncing over the corrugations and veering from one side of the 
road to the other looking for less corrugations. 
Adel’s Grove, is named after a 1920s botanist (who set up a botanical 
garden) and has the first phone/internet reception since leaving 
Normanton.  Very pleasant here indeed.  We spent our rest day to go to 
the gorge in Lawn Hill national park, canoeing, etc.  



We paddled up the gorge, portaged around the little waterfalls and up to 
the end of the upper pool.  There was a lovely little rapid and we jumped 
in and swam amongst the bubbly swirling water, which was very 
refreshing, then we paddled back again. 

Off to Doomadgee tomorrow (11th July), 120 kms or so, and we were 
told that the road was much better than yesterday’s, and the next stretch 
to Borroloola (311 km) may also be in good condition.  We will 
see.  Leaving tomorrow, one night on the road to Doomadgee, and four 
nights to Borroloola, where we are to meet Chris O’Brien on 18th July, 
ideally. 

We left Adel’s Grove on some 5 km of recently reformed road, then 
along the bumpy gravel we came in on.  It seemed much better in the 
morning than it had at the end of a longish day from Gregory.  Christine, 
who was ahead as usual, had made friends with some horses by the 
side of the road and patted a couple, and they followed her down the 
road for a while.  We were riding on what were essentially station tracks 
on Lawn Hill Station, and we had to stop and open gates a few times.  
We came to Lawn Hill Creek with two water crossings.  I waded 
across,  only calf deep, so Stu and I wheeled our bikes across.  Brian 
and Christine took their panniers off, and Christine lovingly carried her 
bike across, so it would not get its tootsies wet.  A pleasant creek for a 
paddle and a bit of relaxation.  Then back onto the dry track and some 
shady sections. 

   
The last person had the benefit of seeing where the others had ridden, 
where they swerved or were caught in the deep sand.  It seems we don’t 
ride in very straight lines.  
 
We lunched by an old farm truck from the distant past, probably a war-
surplus wagon, with a forward-sloping windscreen to reduce the risks of 
reflections giving the game away.  That night we camped at Elizabeth 
Creek, which was not flowing but had a big muddy waterhole and large 
numbers of flies, also from the cattle.  The last 43 km were east into the 
wind, and we slowed right down.  We got to the bitumen, 8km out of 
Doomadgee.   
 
Doomadgee had a well-stocked roadhouse, and we bought more hose-
clamps (Brian had repaired a broken rack with one of Stu’s, which 
impressed us).  The general store was very big and well stocked, so we 
drank milk, soft-drink and iced coffee to rehydrate.  There were lots of 
big fences, suggesting security issues, and one had to push a button to 
ask for access to the police station (where I asked for directions).  The 
Nicholson River has a lovely long pool opposite the general store.  We 
rode out of town, as there is no camping in the town.  We found a track 

leading off towards the river and chose a campsite.  It was in fact a side-
track leading to the town rubbish dump, but we were off the road and 
had a cleared area.  We were watched over by a discarded lawnmower. 
 
We had phone (and hence internet access), as we were about 5 km 
from Doomadgee.  We could also hear the local band or DJ playing 
heavy bass music until 5 in the morning, and we had heard it earlier as 
we were approaching town.  As I had been checking emails etc in the 
morning (a novelty in a bush camp), I said I would follow later, and did 
so after some diversions (including removing the ants which had 
invaded my peanut butter and jam lunch sandwiches).  There was 
bitumen for a good distance, then an 11 km stretch of gravel  which was 
very corrugated and very loose, and very dispiriting.  I was considering 
getting a lift to Borroloola rather than face 300 kms of this.  The mirages 
down the road looked like bitumen, but as I got closer, they morphed 
back into corrugated gravel disappointing me. 

  Back on 
the bitumen was OK, and I met Stu and Brian having the lunch-time lie-
down.  Christine was waiting ahead, as partly arranged, at the end of the 
bitumen, a couple of kms down the road.  The second gravel stretch was 
in much better condition, as it had just been graded.  Brian thought he 
would try the nice smooth recently graded side section, but he found out 
everything was much softer and deeper than he thought, leaving a 
spectacular trail of skid marks  

We stopped at  “Hell’s Gate” valley, which was a big change from the flat 
savannah cow-country,  and then rolled into Hell’s Gate, for a rest day at 
the green shady caravan park.  There were three distances to Borroloola 
on the signs here, but all much the same.   We set up our tents and 
looked forward to the evening meal.  We had a long talk to a roadworker 
who told us the road ahead had just been graded to the NT border (80 
km) and was, he said, in good condition further on.   We sometimes got 
different opinions about road conditions, depending on the experience of 
the drivers.  Town people towing ordinary caravans probably give more 
jaundiced opinions than those used to bush roads.  “High-blade Stan, 
the grader man”, who was actually driving a truck, was a mine of 
information about roads, crocodiles in the pools in the road borrow-pits, 
etc. We thanked him profusely and bought him a beer to show our 
appreciation.  Our later reflections on the accuracy of High-Blade Stan’s 
assurances and warnings, however, led us to cast doubt on his 
stories.  We think he recognised a gullible audience when he met one 
and made the most of the reverence with which we greeted him (and the 
beer).   We had ridden on a good stretch of dirt for some 15 km or so 
close to Hell’s Gate which had been recently graded by the man we 
were talking to (well his grader driver) so we were feeling grateful - quite 
prematurely as it turned out. 

There had been mostly bitumen on the way to Hell’s Gate, but there was 
an 11 km stretch in the Doomadgee Shire (which is a separate 
aboriginal community within the Burke Shire) which was badly 
corrugated and very sandy and loose.   It was a bit depressing.  We 
could do 20 km/hr on parts of the graded road, when we had been down 

to 8 or 10 kmh bouncing over the corrugations.                                   

TO  BE  CONTINUED>>>…………………………………… 


